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Why miss a decibel  
of breaking twigs?

Siemens SecureEar.  
Amplify nature. Silence noise.

The new sound-enhancing instrument  
that protects your ears. 
www.siemens.com/secureear

Hit the bull’s eye:

    131 decibels

The information in this document  
contains general descriptions of the 
technical options available, which 
do not always have to be present in 
individual cases and are subject to 
change without prior notice. The 
required features should therefore 
be specified in each individual case 
at the time of conclusion of the 
 respective contract.
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A twig snaps in the forest. Is it your prey, the breeze 
or a hunting partner? To make sure you hit your target 
you have to properly interpret the sounds of nature. 
That’s why we have developed a sound-enhancing 
instrument that also protects your hearing: SecureEar – 
a new way to sharpen your hearing.
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SecureEar protects and  
supports you. It's available  
in two different skin-colors.

SecureEar instruments  
are very comfortable  
and individually crafted.

Good eyesight and a steady hand are essential when 
you’re hunting, and so is a keen sense of hearing. But 
the loud blasts of the shotgun pose a dilemma: Wearing 
uncomfortable muffs to protect your ears from the noise  
of the gun you might not be able to hear the game, or  
your companions, or even the noise you make yourself  
and which could scare away the prey.

SecureEar™ is the new solution from Siemens. This  
small instrument is ideal if you want to protect your ears  
but you don’t want to miss the snap of a twig in the  
woods. And it’s not just for hunting; SecureEar is also 
recommendable when you’re working on sites with  
loud noises.

Exact fit.
SecureEar is worn inside the ear canal. A Hearing Care 
Professional fits the instrument individually based on an 
impression of your ear. The exact fit of the instrument 
acts like a plug that dampens the report of the gun.  
This high passive protection can reduce the blast of a rifle 
by up to 35 dB.

Acoustic telescope. 
SecureEar also incorporates hearing technology that picks 
up and slightly amplifies the sounds relevant for hunting 
(including soft sounds like leaves rustling or a normal 
conversation). It acts like an acoustic telescope which you 
can adjust to suit the occasion. If your hearing is good,  
it will be better with SecureEar.

Sound expertise.
As a world leader in the field of audiology, Siemens  
can guarantee top sound quality. A four-channel chip 
with digital processing allows you to hear what you 
want even better than normal. 

Uncompromised hearing. 
The instrument settings are pre-defined for optimum 
impulse noise protection as well as loud noise 
suppression – without any compromise to hearing and  
understanding. 

If you like to travel light, this inconspicuous  
instrument will give you no trouble. 

  Tailored exactly to your individual ear shape
  Fits snugly 
   Does not get in the way when shooting a gun 

(unlike muffs)
  Robust elastic UV material
   Proven 312-type Siemens batteries provide 

up to 230 hours operation

A cock-and-bull story: 

           63 decibels

Enhance the experience.  

Sharpen  
your senses.

Raise your awareness.  

Improve  
safety.

Trust quality.  

Enjoy 
comfort.
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